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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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'Beverly Hills 90210' actress Jennie Garth is selling her Los Angeles mansion for $4.495 million after the break-up of her latest marriage.  The star and third husband Dave Abrams have split up after three years of marriage.  She purchased the Studio City home for $2 million five years ago.  The trials and tribulations of a subsequent million-dollar renovation were shown on the reality TV show 'The Jennie Garth Project.' Secured by remote-controlled gates and shielded from view by a high fence and even taller trees on almost an acre of hill-topping land, the stylishly charcoal-coloured home is 4,100 square feet with five bedrooms and 4.5 bathrooms under a striking jumble of severely angled rooflines. Inside, there's a combination living and dining room that features an onyx wet bar and a sensually curvaceous fireplace suspended from the vaulted and beamed exposed-wood ceiling.   It has views of Universal Studios and the western end of the San Fernando Valley. There's also a spacious kitchen with marble countertops and a skylight-topped family room.  Outside, there's a 90-foot-long zero-edge lap pool and spa and some deep, covered terraces for lounging and dining. There's also a fire pit, a putting green and a sunken trampoline.
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